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AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AN IN-DEPTH LOOK 
AT ERPO USAGE IN         AT ERPO USAGE IN         
BROWARD COUNTY BROWARD COUNTY 
People who carry out violence against themselves or others often exhibit 
dangerous behavior and warning signs. Restricting firearm access in 
these moments of crisis is a critical way to prevent gun violence and save 
lives. Extreme risk laws give law enforcement a process to do just that. 

These laws enable law enforcement and, in some states, other key 
members of the community to petition the court for an order to 
temporarily restrict a person’s access to firearms. As of January 2020, 
seventeen states and the District of Columbia have enacted some form 
of an extreme risk law. This lifesaving tool should be available to law 
enforcement and concerned family members in every state.

Giffords Law Center’s first-of-its-kind analysis details how Florida’s extreme 
risk law was used to prevent gun violence in Broward County, home of 
the deadly Parkland school shooting that prompted the law’s adoption. This 
in-depth case-by-case examination shows how extreme risk laws provide a 
much-needed tool to help intervene before violence escalates.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FINAL ORDERS

255 unique petitions filed in Broward County 
between March 9, 2018 and March 9, 2019

Ex parte (temporary) orders were granted in all 
cases. Judges granted final orders in 87% of cases 

Firearms were seized or surrendered in 53% of cases

412 total guns seized

Average of 3 guns per seizure

67 guns surrendered by one individual

KEY FINDINGS

BROWARD
COUNTY
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Recommendations for Key Stakeholders 

Executive Summary

Legislators, law enforcement, and the courts all play a vital role in implementing 
extreme risk protection orders. Our recommendations for each stakeholder group 
were informed by Broward County case files, conversations with on-the-ground 
implementers, and Giffords Law Center’s experience drafting and implementing these 
laws in states around the country. 

• Pass Extreme Risk Laws in all 50 States
• Allow Family Members to Petition
• Require Firearm Surrender to Law Enforcement or Licensed Dealer

• Develop Local Protocols
• Require Training on ERPOs and Intersection with Other Laws
• Designate a Legal Advisor or Attorney for Law Enforcement

• Make Appropriate Judicial Assignments
• Require Judicial Trainings
• Ensure Compliance with Firearm Surrender

LEGISLATORS

LAW ENFORCEMENT

COURTS

For more details, visit: 
giffordslawcenter.org/broward
Leverage the legal and policy acumen of our experts to pass and effectively 
implement extreme risk laws in your state. For assistance, please email 
lawcenter@giffords.org

giffordslawcenter.org/policing
http://giffordslawcenter.org/broward
mailto:lawcenter%40giffords.org?subject=
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In August 2018, a young man began attending a church in Broward County, 
Florida. Located only 15 miles from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, 
where 17 students and teachers were shot and killed just months earlier, the 
church welcomed the man into their worship service and youth group programs.

But something stuck out about the new congregant. Fellow worshipers noticed 
that he always carried around a backpack, that he often seemed disengaged 
and disinterested during church service, and that he was easily agitated. 

As church members and the security team tried to befriend the young man and 
dispel their concerns about his behavior, they learned that he carried around a 
heavy workout plate in his backpack and was claiming that he was training for the 
military. He also carried firearms, both in his backpack and on his person. 

Despite requests that he leave his backpack and firearms in his vehicle, church security 
discovered that the man left a loaded firearm unattended in his backpack during a 
youth night event. He also held up his 10-pound metal workout plate and asked another 
youth group participant, “What would happen if I smack[ed] you in the head with this?”   

Church security consulted with a congregation member who also serves as a 
Broward County sheriff’s deputy. The deputy informed them that this man had also 
attended other churches in the area where he displayed similar concerning behaviors. 
A search of his social media found posts stating that he “hates God” and “hates 
church.” He also published social media posts talking about the Parkland shooter 
and posing with an AR-15-style assault weapon. Youth group participants at one of 
the churches the man attended voiced concerns that he might turn into the next 
Parkland shooter.  

Aside from attending various area churches, the young man also attended an 
emergency medical technician training program. Classmates there said that he was 
obsessed with the idea of treating gunshot wounds and talked about shooting a dog 
to have a subject on which to practice his developing medical skills. He also talked 
about how he wanted to get a gun like one that snipers use because they are more 
powerful, and said that he liked the idea of “one shot, one kill.” 

Law enforcement didn’t have cause to arrest this man for any crime, but they 
worried about his access to firearms in light of the dangerous warning signs he 
displayed. So the Broward County Sheriff’s Office turned to a new gun safety law 
that had recently been enacted in Florida—the state’s extreme risk law. The new 
law, passed in response to the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting 
in Parkland, allowed officers to petition a court for an order to temporarily restrict 
the man’s access to firearms. They did so, and based on the extensive evidence of 
danger, a judge granted a protective order. Within hours, and without incident, law 
enforcement removed nine firearms and multiple rounds of ammunition from the 
man’s possession.

Introduction
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Extreme risk laws are a proven way for law enforcement to take action, without 
resorting to the criminal justice system, before gun tragedies like mass shootings 
and suicide occur. Yet gaps remain in what we know about how these laws are used 
and implemented in jurisdictions across the country. This first-of-its-kind analysis 
seeks to begin filling those gaps by comprehensively analyzing how Florida’s extreme 
risk law was used in efforts to prevent gun violence in Broward County, home of the 
deadly Parkland school shooting that prompted the law’s adoption. 

To understand how Broward County used the extreme risk law, Giffords Law Center 
leveraged Florida’s strong public records law to obtain and review case files for 
every protective order sought or obtained during the first year the law was in effect. 
Our analysis found that time after time, Broward County law enforcement used the 
state’s extreme risk law to quickly and safely disarm individuals who made serious, 
credible threats of violence against themselves, family members, and public places.

This detailed case-by-case analysis provides a granular understanding of how 
extreme risk laws serve as a much-needed tool to help intervene before violence 
escalates. At the end of the report, we make recommendations for effective 
implementation of extreme risk laws based on our case file review as well as 
interviews with Broward County stakeholders and other legal experts. These 
findings provide compelling evidence that we hope will help support more states 
in passing—and effectively implementing—their own extreme risk laws. 

INCREASINGLY, IN CASES LIKE THIS YOUNG MAN’S, INCREASINGLY, IN CASES LIKE THIS YOUNG MAN’S, 
EXTREME RISK LAWS ARE BEING USED TO INTERVENE EXTREME RISK LAWS ARE BEING USED TO INTERVENE 
BEFORE VIOLENCE OCCURS AND TEMPORARILY REMOVE BEFORE VIOLENCE OCCURS AND TEMPORARILY REMOVE 
FIREARMS FROM INDIVIDUALS IN CRISIS. FIREARMS FROM INDIVIDUALS IN CRISIS. 

Gerald Herbert/via Associated Press



What Are Extreme Risk Laws?
People who carry out violence against themselves or others often exhibit dangerous 
behavior and warning signs before violence occurs. Restricting firearm access in 
these moments of crisis—before these warning signs escalate into acts of violence—
is a critical way to prevent gun violence and save lives. 

Extreme risk laws1 provide those best positioned to see these warnings signs with 
a legal process to petition a court for an order, usually referred to as an extreme 
risk protection order (ERPO),2 to temporarily restrict firearm access. In Florida, law 
enforcement is empowered to seek such orders; in other states, family members  
and other key members of the community, such as medical professionals and school 
administrators, can also request these orders from a court. These orders temporarily 
prohibit individuals at elevated risk of harming themselves or others from purchasing 
or accessing firearms and require these individuals to relinquish any guns they 
possess while the order is in effect. 

Extreme risk laws fill an important gap in our gun laws: federal law and the laws 
of most states prohibit gun possession by individuals who have been adjudicated 
mentally ill, convicted of certain crimes, or are subject to domestic violence 
protection orders. While these protections are important, tools for intervening to 
stop violence before it happens are more limited. Many people displaying dangerous 
warning signs who are at increased risk of harming themselves or others can still 
legally buy and possess firearms. Extreme risk laws help to address this problem. 

Extreme Risk Laws Around the Country
There were clear warning signs indicating that the shooter who perpetrated the 
February 14, 2018, school shooting in Parkland, Florida, posed a threat to himself and 
others. He was prohibited from carrying a backpack on school grounds for fear that 
he might be concealing guns.3 He had also been the subject of dozens of 911 calls 
to local law enforcement and two tips to the FBI.4 After the shooting, more than 30 
people reported knowing about the shooter’s violent threats, tendency to mutilate 
animals, and expressed desire to perpetrate a school shooting. However, at the time 
of the shooting,5 because he had not yet committed a disqualifying crime and did 
not meet the criteria for an involuntary mental health commitment,6 Florida law 
enforcement had no legal means of preventing him from accessing guns.

The circumstances surrounding this case—and the unprecedented activism from 
students across the country demanding safer gun laws—prompted Florida and twelve 
additional states to pass extreme risk laws after Parkland. As of January 2020, 
seventeen states and Washington DC have some version of an extreme risk law, 
meaning that nearly 50% of Americans live in states protected by these laws.
 

BACKGROUND ON EXTREME RISK LAWS
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An overwhelming majority of Americans support extreme risk laws, with public 
support for these laws increasing in recent years.7 A 2019 survey found that 76% 
of Americans support a policy that would authorize law enforcement officers to 
temporarily remove guns from people who pose an immediate threat to themselves 
or others.8 Four in five Americans support a policy that would allow family members 
to ask a court to temporarily remove guns from a relative in this same circumstance.9

Importantly, this support cuts across gun ownership status and political party 
affiliation, with at least 66% of gun owners and 76% of Republicans supporting these 
policies.10 In fact, extreme risk laws have emerged as one of the only potential areas 
for bipartisan cooperation on gun safety in Congress. While Republican members 
of Congress have generally opposed strengthening federal gun laws, GOP senators 
like Lindsay Graham and Marco Rubio have introduced bipartisan bills that would 
help expand extreme risk laws across the country,11 and even President Trump has 
expressed support for these policies.12 

Impact of Extreme Risk Laws
In the states that have implemented extreme risk laws, ERPOs have been used 
repeatedly to avert potential tragedies.

A case study conducted by researchers at the University of California’s Firearm 
Violence Research Center found at least 21 cases in which ERPOs were used to 
disarm people who threatened and posed a credible risk of committing a mass 

giffordslawcenter.org/broward
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shooting, including a car dealership employee who threatened to shoot up his 
workplace and a high school student who threatened to commit a mass shooting 
at a school assembly.13 At the time the researchers’ analysis was published in 
August 2019, none of the threatened shootings had occurred, nor did researchers 
identify other homicides or suicides by persons subject to the orders.14

Other examples demonstrate how states across the country are using ERPOs 
to prevent mass shootings, suicides, and other forms of gun violence: 

Empirical evidence also demonstrates that these laws are associated with reductions 
in gun violence, particularly gun suicides. For example, recent studies show that 
for every 10 to 20 firearm removals under Connecticut’s and Indiana’s extreme 
risk laws,18 approximately one life was saved through an averted suicide.19 Studies 
also suggest that these firearm removals result in population-level reductions in gun 
suicides: Connecticut’s and Indiana’s extreme risk laws have been associated with 
14% and 7.5% reductions in firearm suicide rates in these states, respectively.20

Law enforcement in Washington obtained an ERPO to remove firearms from 
a man who posted on Facebook that he wanted to commit a mass shooting 
at a synagogue, writing that he was “shooting for 30 Jews.”15

In Vermont, law enforcement petitioned for an ERPO after a man repeatedly 
held a pistol to his head and said “I am done” and “this is how I’m going out” 
during a two-hour standoff with law enforcement. The man also fired shots 
into the air and attempted to provoke officers to shoot him.16

At least four individuals who made threats of violence against schools were 
disarmed in just the first three months after Maryland enacted its extreme 
risk law. In one case, law enforcement removed firearms from a teenager 
who threatened to shoot up his former high school and wrote that he hoped 
everyone at the school died.17 

THE INTERSECTION OF GUNS AND SUICIDE 
In the last decade, more than 400,000 Americans died by suicide.21 Over half of these deaths involved a firearm.22 Although 
guns are not the most common method by which people attempt suicide, they are the most lethal method typically used in 
the United States.

Guns are used in only 5% of suicide attempts, but are responsible for over 50% of suicide deaths.23 While drug  overdoses are 
fatal in fewer than 3% of cases,24 approximately 85% of suicide attempts with a gun end in death.25 

Given firearms’ lethality, research shows that temporarily removing them from people in crisis can reduce the risk of suicide. 
Suicide attempts are often impulsive acts utilizing whatever methods are immediately available—48% of people harm 
themselves within 10 minutes of deciding to attempt suicide.26  And the vast majority of people—90%—who survive a suicide 
attempt do not go on to die by suicide.27 Measures like extreme risk laws that can limit easy access to firearms among those 
at a proven risk of suicide can help save lives. 

If you or someone you know may be considering suicide, contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 
or the Crisis Text Line by texting HOME to 741741. These services operate 24/7 and provide free and confidential emotional 
support to people in suicidal crisis or emotional distress.
 

WASHINGTON

VERMONT

MARYLAND

https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
https://www.crisistextline.org


In response to the Parkland shooting on February 14, 2018, and the copious evidence 
of dangerous behavior displayed by the shooter before the attack, the Florida state 
legislature quickly moved to pass an extreme risk law. The law was signed by then-
governor Rick Scott and took effect on March 9, 2018. For a state sometimes 
referred to as the “gunshine state” because of its historically weak gun safety 
laws, this action was nothing short of unprecedented. 

The extreme risk law passed with bipartisan support, and has since drawn praise 
from public officials and citizens across the state. Florida Senate President Bill 
Galvano, a Republican who received an A rating from the National Rifle Association 
in 2018, has noted that the state’s extreme risk law has “been utilized successfully 
many, many times” and has publicly expressed interest in expanding and 
strengthening the law.28 

Florida sheriffs and law enforcement officers have similarly demonstrated their 
support for the law. Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri has said that the extreme 
risk law created a much-needed tool for law enforcement, and indicated that “there’s 
no doubt [the orders] have an impact and have prevented people from engaging 
in bad acts.”29 Polk County Sheriff Grady Judd, a self-described “huge Second 
Amendment person” endorsed ERPOs as creating an important, temporary cooling-
off period to defuse significant dangers.30

Parameters of Florida’s Extreme Risk Law
Under Florida’s extreme risk law, law enforcement can petition courts for ERPOs, 
referred to in Florida as Risk Protection Orders (RPOs). Unlike in some other states, 
only law enforcement can petition the court for these orders. 

To obtain an order, a Florida law enforcement officer or attorney acting on behalf 
of the law enforcement agency files a written application (known as the petition) 
in which they present evidence alleging that an individual poses an immediate harm 
to themselves or others by having a firearm or any ammunition in their custody or 
control. The law enforcement officer or agency who files this petition is known as the 
“petitioner.” The person alleged to be at risk of violence (and for whom the ERPO is 
sought) is called the “respondent.” 

Once a petition is filed, a judge determines whether there is reasonable cause to 
believe that the respondent poses a significant danger in the near future. If so, 
the judge will issue a temporary order, known as an ex parte order. Ex parte orders 
are granted by a judge in response to a petition, without the opportunity for the 
respondent to attend a hearing. This exception to normal due process requirements 
is permitted due to the emergency and often volatile nature of ERPO cases. If an 
ex parte order is granted, the respondent is required to surrender any firearms, 
ammunition, or concealed carry permits. Under Florida’s law, ex parte orders last 
for up to 14 days, unless extended by a judge.

 

FLORIDA’S EXTREME RISK LAW
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Before a temporary ex parte order expires, the court sets a hearing to address the 
claim of risk, during which the respondent may contest the order. At this hearing, the 
petitioner presents evidence to a judge demonstrating that the respondent poses a 
significant risk to themselves or others. The respondent then has the opportunity to 
respond to any evidence presented and to present competing evidence. If the judge 
finds clear and convincing evidence that the respondent poses a significant danger to 
themselves or others, the court grants an order which prohibits the respondent from 
purchasing, possessing, or receiving a firearm or ammunition for the duration of the 
order. Final orders can last for up to one year.31   

Florida’s extreme risk law contains the robust due process protections required 
by the United States and Florida constitutions. The United States Supreme 
Court has affirmed that the ex parte order process—which is also used in other 
protection order cases involving domestic violence and civil harassment—
satisfies due process protections. 

The law also provides strong protection against abuse of the extreme risk law 
for harassment or retaliation by criminalizing frivolous or unfounded petitions. 
In addition to other state laws against perjury, Florida makes it a third-degree 
felony for a person to make a material false statement, which he or she does not 
believe to be true, under oath in a hearing for an ERPO.

11
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PROCESS FOR OBTAINING AN EXTREME RISK 
PROTECTION ORDER IN FLORIDA
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To better understand the natures and outcomes of ERPO cases in Broward County, 
Florida, Giffords Law Center sought to examine every ERPO petitioned for in the 
county during the first year the law was in effect. 

Using Broward County’s online court database search system, Giffords Law Center 
obtained a list of all 257 ERPO case numbers for cases initiated in Broward County 
from March 9, 2018 through March 9, 2019. Taking advantage of Florida’s strong 
public records laws, we then obtained the case files for all 257 cases. Of those, seven 
had missing or completely redacted petitions and six had missing final orders, which 
prevented full analysis of those cases. 

After obtaining the comprehensive collection of case files and documents, Giffords 
Law Center created a database, consisting of more than 70 fields pertaining to the 
circumstances of each petition, the characteristics of the respondents, and the 
dispositions of the cases. We then entered the same key information from every 
case file into the database.

To supplement the quantitative data that forms the basis of our findings, we conducted 
a qualitative interview with key law enforcement and legal staff at the Broward County 
Sheriff’s Office. 

In the first year after the law went into effect, law enforcement filed 255 unique 
petitions for ERPOs in Broward County.32 Although there is no standard benchmark 
for how many petitions we would expect to be filed (or granted) in a given jurisdiction, 
Broward County has seen a relatively high number of ERPO petitions in the law’s first 
year of implementation compared to other jurisdictions with an extreme risk law. 
Among the ten most populous counties in the state of Florida, Broward County saw the 
second highest number and third highest rate of ERPO case filings in the first year.33 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

KEY FINDINGS
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Compared to most other jurisdictions across the country, Broward County 
has seen much wider use of the law. In the entire state of California, there were 
typically 10 or fewer petitions filed per month in the first two years the state’s 
extreme risk law was in effect.34 Broward County averaged roughly twice that 
number each month—and contains just 1/20th of the population of California. 
Similarly, in 2018, just 71 petitions were filed in King County, Washington, which 
has roughly the same size population as Broward County.35 While some of the 
variation in ERPO use by jurisdiction may be attributable to variation in gun 
ownership rates and differences in other state and local laws, it appears 
Broward County has been particularly focused on utilizing its extreme risk law. 

Importantly, however, despite the high volume of ERPO petitions filed by law 
enforcement, there is still substantial discretion involved in deciding to pursue 
an ERPO case. In other words, in relation to the number of situations in Broward 
County in which an ERPO could help to prevent violence, the number of petitions 
actually filed is still small. 

For example, each year there are roughly 670 hospital visits in Broward County 
related to suicide attempts36 and more than 13,600 people in the county receive an 
involuntary mental health evaluation under the state’s mental health law.37 Given 
that access to firearms triples the risk for sucide death,38  law enforcement should 
consider ERPOs as a lifesaving tool that can help remove guns and prevent suicides 
in this group at higher risk for self-harm.   

NATURE AND DYNAMICS OF BROWARD COUNTY ERPO CASES
Respondent Characteristics
The vast majority (89%) of ERPO respondents in Broward County were male. The 
average respondent was 38 years old, but respondents ranged in age from 14 to 
83. Based on what law enforcement identified and listed in the case file, 67% of 
respondents were white, 17% were black, 6% were Hispanic, 1% were Asian, and 9% 
were identified as “other.”39

Cases involving the youngest respondents generally involved threats of school 
shootings or threats of suicide. These cases included a student who threatened to 
bring guns to school and said killing people would be “fun and addicting,” another 
student who made threats to kill himself and shoot up his school, and a minor who 
threatened to commit acts of firearm violence against himself and his family. While 
minors are generally prohibited from possessing firearms in Florida, law enforcement 
used ERPOs to remove firearms that a minor in crisis may have access to or to 
require that such firearms are safely stored and rendered inaccessible to the minor. 

Cases involving older respondents tended to represent a similar mix of both threats 
of self-harm and harm to others. The oldest respondent in Broward County became 
the subject of an ERPO after unintentionally discharging a firearm into his mattress 
and holding the gun to his head to threaten suicide. Other cases among older 
respondents included a man who told his insurance company representative that 
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he had a loaded gun and was going to kill himself due to his deteriorating health and
a man with declining mental health status who made threats to shoot his wife and 
her friend. 

There are several risk factors that led to officers filing a petition for an ERPO. 
Florida’s extreme risk law statute lays out specific criteria for courts to consider 
in determining whether grounds for granting an ERPO exist. Petitioners are able to 
select which of these risk factors are displayed by the respondent on the petition 
form, as well as provide additional information about risky and dangerous behaviors 
outside of those specifically listed in the statute. These categories are not mutually 
exclusive, meaning that petitioners could indicate that a single respondent displayed 
multiple risk factors.

Of the risk factors laid out in the statute, petitioners most commonly indicated that 
the respondent was “involved in a recent act or threat of violence against himself or 
others,” which was true in 88% of cases. In 72% of cases, the respondent had “used 
or threatened to use against himself or others any weapons.” And in 64% of cases, 
the respondent was “engaged in an act or threat of violence, including but not limited 
to acts or threats of violence against himself, within the past 12 months.”40 

RISK FACTOR PREVALANCE
Petitioners can select from these risk factors laid out in statute, as well as present 
additional evidence of risk. 

14



Additionally, law enforcement generally petitioned for ERPOs in cases where they 
knew or suspected that the respondent had access to firearms. In nearly 65% of 
cases, the petitioner indicated a belief that the respondent had access to firearms or 
ammunition. In nearly 25% of cases, law enforcement reported not knowing whether 
the respondent had access to firearms at the time the petition was filed. 

In nearly 11% of cases, law enforcement indicated that, while the respondent did 
not have access to firearms at the time of filing, they believed the respondent had 
interest in possessing firearms or that the risks of the respondent accessing firearms 
were particularly severe. For instance, in one case, law enforcement officers filed a 
petition to remove firearms from a man who threatened, both online and in person, 
that he could easily buy a gun, “go blazing,” and kill a number of people involved with 
a project at a local nonprofit. In another case, a man made threats of suicide and 
talked about going to a pawnshop to buy a firearm. In both of these cases, a judge 
granted a one-year order that prohibited the men from purchasing or possessing a 
firearm for the duration of the order. 

Petitioner Characteristics
Multiple law enforcement agencies serve the residents of Broward County: 14 cities 
within Broward County are served by their own municipal police departments, and 
the remaining 16 jurisdictions are served by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office. 
Because of these various law enforcement departments operating in Broward County, 
implementation and use of the ERPO law was not uniform across the county. 

Officers in the Broward County Sheriff’s Office initiated 38% of the county’s ERPO 
petitions. ERPO use by the police departments in Hollywood, Coral Springs, and 
Sunrise was also high.

Case Characteristics
Law enforcement petitioned for ERPOs in response to several different types of 
threats, including threats of homicide, suicide, family violence, and mass violence. 
Often, law enforcement noted that respondents threatened multiple, overlapping 
forms of violence. 

15

MORE THAN HALF OF CASES—55%—INVOLVED A RESPONDENT THREATENING HOMICIDE. 
Law enforcement was called after a man decapitated a duckling and beat other ducks. As 
the man was being taken into police custody, he threatened to shoot the arresting officers. 
A man threatened to shoot his neighbor in the face or strangle him during an ongoing dispute 
between the two men.
A student at a technical school made threats to shoot two fellow students and one of the 
student’s mothers after getting into an altercation and throwing rocks at the other students.
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NEARLY HALF—48% OF CASES—INVOLVED A RESPONDENT THREATENING SUICIDE.

29% OF CASES INVOLVED A RESPONDENT THREATENING VIOLENCE AGAINST A FAMILY MEMBER 
OR INTIMATE PARTNER.

A teenager struggling with depression told officers that he thought about shooting himself in the 
head with a gun he retrieved from his father’s gun safe.
An airline pilot whose recent medical diagnosis caused trouble at work and severe depression burned 
himself with a lighter and stabbed himself repeatedly with a knife. The man’s wife had previously 
removed some of her husband’s many firearms from the home over concerns about his mental health. 
A man told his son that he didn’t “want to go on living this way” while attempting to remove his firearm 
from its holster. 

A man who owned multiple firearms “all over his house” threatened to kill multiple family members, 
including one of his daughters. 
During a church service, a man threatened to shoot his wife, his wife’s sister, and their pastor.
A college student sent his mother text messages saying he wished someone in the family would die 
so he could collect life insurance money, and began walking around his house swinging a bat saying 
“someone needs to die.”

16

ALMOST ONE IN FIVE CASES—19%—INVOLVED A RESPONDENT THREATENING TO ATTACK 
A PUBLIC PLACE.

A man told his co-worker that he was depressed and thinking about shooting up a school. 
When his co-worker questioned how he would feel if it were his child in the school, the man 
said he would shoot up a mall instead. 
A man called a hospital social worker and said that he was going to bring a gun into the hospital 
and “take out” the medical staff. 
A man sent text messages to his sister stating that he was going to buy a gun and shoot up an 
elementary school to kill as many people as he could. 

18% OF CASES INVOLVED A RESPONDENT THREATENING BOTH HOMICIDE AND SUICIDE.
A range master at a shooting range threatened to shoot everyone in a restaurant, and then his parents 
and himself. The man’s mother also stated that her son had previously told her about suicide attempts 
and hearing voices telling him to kill people. 
A man admitted to his co-workers that he was thinking about taking his father’s gun, bringing it to his 
workplace, and killing everyone. He also said that he wanted to use his father’s gun to kill himself and 
had stolen the key to access his father’s locked firearm. 
A woman told her friend verbally and through text that she was very depressed and wanted to kill 
herself as soon as she got a gun. She also said she would commit a “bloodbath” before she died. 
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Introduction

Keeping guns out of the hands of people who commit intimate partner violence is a crucial step in protecting families and 
the larger community: when an abuser has access to a gun, a domestic violence victim is five times more likely to be killed.41 
Although ERPOs are an important tool to remove firearms from dangerous situations, in cases of domestic violence, ERPOs 
do not provide survivors with the comprehensive protections that domestic violence protection orders do. 

Depending on the jurisdiction, in addition to requiring a restrained person to surrender firearms, domestic violence protection 
orders can also require that restrained parties stay away from their victims and other identified parties and prohibit someone 
from contacting, stalking, or disturbing a victim. ERPOs generally are limited to removing and preventing the purchase of 
firearms and ammunition. Additionally, domestic violence orders and procedures, unlike ERPOs, often include referrals to 
victim services, opportunities to meet with advocates, and other steps focused on safety planning and addressing the alleged 
or established violence. Thus, in some cases, depending on the jurisdiction, ERPOs can act as a supplement, rather than a 
replacement for, domestic violence protective orders and other firearm prohibitions related to domestic violence laws.

For example, law enforcement might use an ERPO to immediately disarm someone as an emergency, temporary step before 
a victim files for a domestic violence protective order. Additionally, some survivors might be safer if law enforcement 
serves as a petitioner rather than if they do so. In one Broward County case, law enforcement petitioned for an ERPO because a 
victim did not want to serve as a petitioner for a domestic violence protection order. Ideally, in these types of situations, victims 
would be referred to services that could help with support and safety planning so that their input into the process can be taken 
into consideration and the risk to them and others decreased.

EXTREME RISK LAWS  
AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

If you or someone you know is experiencing domestic violence, contact the National Domestic Violence 
Hotline at 1-800-799-7233. This service is available 24/7 and can provide confidential assistance and 
information from trained advocates. 

https://www.thehotline.org
https://www.thehotline.org


Jurisdiction-specific analyses show that the breakdown of case characteristics 
differs among different law enforcement petitioners. For example, cases with 
threats of suicide and self-harm represented 35% and 33% of the petitions 
filed by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office and Hollywood Police Department, 
respectively, while such cases represented 71% of those filed by the Sunrise Police 
Department and 61% of those filed by the Coral Springs Police Department. These 
differences could in part be a reflection of differences in the demographic and social 
characteristics of each jurisdiction, but variations could also reflect differences in 
law enforcement priorities and practices.

Law enforcement was often alerted to potential ERPO cases by individuals closely 
connected to the respondent. In 22% of cases, a current or former spouse or intimate 
partner of the respondent first raised the risk. In 13% of cases the respondent’s 
parent first raised the risk. In another 13% of cases, law enforcement noticed the 
risk themselves. 
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Case Outcomes
Law enforcement filed 255 unique ERPO petitions between March 9, 2018 and March 
9, 2019. Law enforcement generally filed petitions within days of becoming aware of 
threats. More than half (56%) of petitions were filed within one week or less of the 
initial incident that brought respondents to the attention of law enforcement.  

Ex Parte Orders
Judges ultimately granted ex parte orders for all 255 unique petitions filed. However, in 
two cases, ex parte orders were only granted after the petitions were refiled. In one case, 
the petitioner voluntarily withdrew the original petition because the responding officer 
who wrote the affidavit was out of the country on a pre-planned vacation on the day 
the judge considered the ex-parte order. In the other case, law enforcement re-filed the 
petition after incorrectly submitting an unnotarized affidavit to the court. 

Ex parte orders were granted very quickly after petitions were filed, indicating that this 
law serves as an immediate response tool in cases where the risk of imminent danger is 
elevated. In 56% of cases, judges granted ex parte orders the same day as the petition 
was filed. Judges granted 93% of ex parte orders within two days of the petition being filed. 

Final Orders
Judges granted final ERPOs in the vast majority (87%) of cases. In more than 95% of 
the cases in which a final order was issued, judges ordered final ERPOs lasting for one 
year, either from the date the petition was originally filed with the court, the date the ex 
parte order was granted, or the date the final order was signed.  

Judges denied four percent of final orders after deciding that the respondents did not 
in fact pose a “clear and convincing” risk to themselves or others. Judges denied orders 
in cases where evidence indicated that the threats of violence made by the respondents 
were isolated in nature, or if they believed the threats were not specific enough. 
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Seven percent of cases were dismissed before a final order was granted, often 
because the petitioner voluntarily withdrew the petition. For example, cases were 
dismissed by the petitioner because the respondent was in police custody, law 
enforcement was unable to serve the respondent with the ex parte order, or a key 
witness was not willing or able to testify to the respondent’s dangerous behavior 
in front of a judge. 

In the majority of the cases in which a final order was issued, the order was agreed to 
by the respondent through a stipulation. Although hearings were set in all cases to 
occur 14 days after the ex parte order was granted, in 76% of cases, respondents 
agreed to the final orders prior to the hearing. The frequency with which final orders 
were agreed to by stipulation without a hearing likely minimized the administrative 
burden these orders placed on the courts while still providing the key elements of due 
process and ensuring that respondents had notice and an opportunity to be heard. 

Because so many orders were agreed to by respondents, full hearings where both 
parties had the opportunity to present evidence in front of a judge occurred in only 24% 
of cases, with 9% of all orders granted by default because respondents failed to appear 
in court after being given proper notice of the hearing. 

In more than three-quarters of the cases, 14 days or fewer elapsed from the date the ex 
parte order was granted by the judge and the date of the court decision regarding the 
disposition of the final order. In cases in which it took more than 14 days to determine 
the disposition of the final order, this was generally due to delays granted by a judge in 
response to requests by either the petitioner or the respondent.

Seizure and Surrender of Firearms

Firearms were surrendered or seized from respondents in 53% of cases (135). In 
44% of cases (112), no firearms were surrendered by or seized from the respondent. 
Importantly, even if they did not actually surrender their firearms to law enforcement, 
a number of respondents were still disarmed because law enforcement obtained an 
ERPO. In some cases, respondents transferred their firearms to family members or 
friends, rather than law enforcement. 

Additionally, in some cases where firearms were not surrendered or seized, law 
enforcement was able to prevent respondents from obtaining firearms. For example, 
law enforcement obtained an ERPO to prevent a man from arming himself after 
he claimed he was saving up to buy an AK-47 to kill people. In another case, law 
enforcement obtained an ERPO to stop the sale of a firearm to a man who threatened 
to shoot his family members and give the firearm to his son, a convicted felon. In that 
case, the man had already paid for the firearm and was waiting for the sale to clear 
the state’s three-day waiting period when the ERPO was issued.
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In a small percent of the cases where there was reason to believe that a respondent 
owned firearms, the case file contains no indication that the respondent actually 
surrendered them. While this discrepancy may simply reflect a clerical error, it 
is crucial for the successful implementation of extreme risk laws that law 
enforcement properly ensure that firearms are surrendered in all cases where 
respondents are known or suspected to own firearms. 

In total, during the first year the law was in effect, 412 firearms were surrendered 
or seized using ERPOs in Broward County—an average of three guns per seizure or 
surrender. Law enforcement collected the largest number of firearms—67—from a 
court bailiff who became the subject of an ERPO after threatening his colleagues with 
violence and simulating pointing a gun at citizens in a courthouse.
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CASE STUDY #1

CASE STUDY #2

After a man made threats to commit mass violence at a school, 
a family friend contacted law enforcement. The man threatening 
violence was a musician who organized music functions at schools 
across Broward County. He had recently been diagnosed with cancer 
and started chemotherapy treatments, which caused his behavior to 
become increasingly erratic and aggressive. 
Days before a scheduled performance at a local elementary school, 
law enforcement was made aware of a text message the man sent 
to his wife in which he threatened to kill her and threatened to 
perpetrate a school shooting. In the message, the man indicated that 
his upcoming event at the school was “just a big ploy to get all these 
people there so I can just [expletive] kill them all.”

Law enforcement had also been in contact with the man because of 
other recent threats of violence. Just days before these text messages 
were sent, the man’s brothers called law enforcement after the man 
began to scream and yell that he was going to shoot himself and police. 

After law enforcement petitioned for an ERPO, a judge granted the 
ex parte order the next day, and the man subsequently agreed to a 
final order. The man did not possess any firearms at the time the 
ERPO was granted, and the order prevented him from purchasing 
any guns for one year. 

A woman called law enforcement to report that her husband had 
made multiple threats about harming himself and attempting suicide. 
The woman said she had recently decided to end their marriage, 
which caused her husband to become very depressed, distraught, 
and angry.  

On one occasion, the man left his house with one of his guns and a 
pad of paper and pens after stating that he was going to take his life. 
Days later, the man left his house again with a firearm and texted his 
wife that he would “see [her] on the other side.” 

Law enforcement also learned of text messages the man had sent to 
his mother-in-law, in which he said that he wrote a suicide note, held a 
gun to his head, and then changed his mind. He made other references 
to killing himself, including talking about his life insurance policy. When 
officers talked to the man, he told them that he was contemplating 
suicide and that these thoughts of self-harm scared him. 

Officers filed a petition for an ERPO. After an ex parte order was 
granted by the judge the next day, the man surrendered more than 
40 firearms, a large amount of ammunition, and a concealed carry 
weapons permit to law enforcement. The man later agreed to a 
final order. 
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A man with mental illness began assaulting construction workers 
working outside his home, threatening them with knives, slashing the 
tires of their vehicles, and yelling racial slurs. 

The man was arrested at the scene and taken to the Broward County 
Jail. Officers found that the man had a history of serious violence, 
including brandishing a weapon at a SWAT team sent to his home 
and attempting to stab a store employee who caught him shoplifting. 
Neither of these cases resulted in felony convictions, as one case 
was filed as a misdemeanor and the other was transferred to mental 
health court. Therefore, despite this history of violence, the man 
had no criminal convictions that prohibited him from owning or 
possessing a firearm. 

Law enforcement filed the petition while the man was out on bond 
pending felony charges for the assault on the construction workers. 
The judge granted an ex parte order the next day, and the man later 
agreed to a final one-year order. The ERPO prevented the man from 
accessing firearms during the adjudication of his pending felony case. 

A woman in the hospital claimed to have unintentionally shot 
herself while putting her firearm in her gun safe. Hospital staff 
called police after the woman changed her original story and 
indicated that she unintentionally shot herself while in her car
 at a grocery store. The woman claimed to have lied because 
she was worried she might get in trouble for not having a permit 
allowing her to carry a gun outside her home. 

Additionally, the woman shared delusional thoughts with both 
hospital staff and responding officers. She believed that people 
were putting worms and other insects in her food and home. 
She claimed to have taken pictures of these insects, but said 
that her ex-husband deleted any images before she could share 
them with others. The woman also believed that people had 
planted cameras in her home. 

Law enforcement officers considered the woman to be a 
danger to herself because of her extreme delusions and unsafe 
handling of firearms. They filed a petition for an ERPO, which 
was granted by a judge the same day the petition was filed. 
Law enforcement seized five firearms and some miscellaneous 
ammunition from the woman’s home. A final one-year order 
was ultimately granted.

The affidavits and police incident reports included in this section come from the reviewed case files. 
Names and other identifying information redacted by Giffords Law Center.

CASE STUDY #3

CASE STUDY #4
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Just eleven days after Florida’s governor signed the state’s extreme risk law, the 
Broward County Sheriff’s Office (BSO) filed its first request for an ERPO. According 
to BSO Assistant General Counsel Kristi MacKenzie there was a “mad scramble” 
among law enforcement agencies and the courts to figure out how to quickly and 
effectively implement this critical new law. 

The lack of clear protocol during the initial implementation period prompted BSO 
to quickly establish practices and protocols dictating when and how ERPOs should 
be used in all BSO districts. BSO’s successful model of implementation can provide 
guidance to other jurisdictions across the state and country that are working on 
ERPO implementation. 

BSO’s strategy included creating a policy manual that lays out the procedure for 
obtaining an ERPO, requiring that all officers be trained on the use of the law, 
standardizing forms used throughout ERPO cases, and designating a specific 
legal advisor to assist with cases. Throughout the process of designing their 
implementation strategies, BSO focused on building due process protections 
into their protocols and ensuring that all officers see ERPOs as tools that they 
are able and, when called for to protect public safety, duty-bound to use. 

The BSO policy manual provides written directives for how officers should determine 
whether an ERPO is appropriate in a given case, as well as how to fill out the ERPO 
application form. Law enforcement officers across the department are then trained 
on the protocols outlined in the manual, ensuring that all officers are versed in 
what an ERPO is, when they should be used, how to prepare the paperwork, and the 
procedure for filing the requests for these orders. BSO also created standardized 
forms for ERPO petitions and service of orders, which likely help to facilitate training 
and adherence to protocols across the organization.

All officers are also trained on the protocols regarding who needed to be notified in 
cases that warranted a request for an ERPO. BSO streamlined a process wherein a 
deputy does the paperwork, immediately scans it, gets his or her boss’s approval, and 
sends an email to the legal unit at BSO. Within the legal unit, a specific staff attorney 
is responsible for overseeing ERPO cases filed by BSO. This attorney not only helps 
to support officers in filing cases, but also adds an additional layer of review in 
determining whether cases meet the thresholds for firearm removal as detailed in the 
extreme risk law.  

Representatives from BSO described the new extreme risk law as an important tool 
for protecting public safety and preventing gun violence. MacKenzie, who also served 
as legal advisor on some of the Broward ERPO cases, indicated that the law helped 
empower law enforcement with a new means to intervene when other systems failed 

BROWARD COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
ERPO IMPLEMENTATION PROTOCOLS 
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to disarm people at risk of hurting themselves or others. She noted that because BSO 
has no control over whether a prosecutor decides to pursue charges or whether a 
person is involuntarily admitted for mental health treatment, ERPOs are a tool that 
gives BSO the means to quickly remove firearms from individuals in moments where 
the risk of violence is highest. 

In an interview, Captain Michael Riggio of the BSO Threat Management Division said 
this tool helped him and his officers “prevent serious harm from occurring in the 
community” while effectively balancing due process and gun rights concerns.

Our review of Broward County ERPO case files indicates a clear gap in current federal 
law that Florida’s new extreme risk law fills, helping keep Florida residents safe from 
the devastating tragedies of gun suicide and gun homicide, as well as from mass 
shooting events like the Parkland shooting that prompted the state to pass this law. 
Based on the effectiveness and lifesaving potential of this law, as demonstrated 
both in this report and in previous studies, it’s clear that every state should pass and 
adequately implement an extreme risk law to prevent gun violence. 

Over the past few years, Giffords Law Center has helped pass and implement extreme 
laws around the country. The following recommendations represent key components 
of effective extreme risk laws, based in part on our case file review and conversations 
with on-the-ground implementors in Broward County. 

Legislators, law enforcement, and the courts all play a vital role in implementing these 
orders. Our recommendations for each of these stakeholders are outlined below. 

          LEGISLATORS

Pass Extreme Risk Laws in All 50 States
As seen in our review of Broward County ERPO cases, extreme risk laws play an 
important role in keeping guns out of the hands of people in crisis. States that lack this 
vital tool should pass extreme risk laws to better protect their citizens from gun violence. 
At the federal level, efforts to provide incentives and financial resources for states to 
pass and implement these laws could help complement state legislative efforts. 

Allow Family Members to Petition 
A plurality of Broward County ERPO cases were initiated after spouses, intimate 
partners, or other family members noticed a loved one displaying risky behaviors and 
contacted law enforcement. Given that family members are often the first to notice 
when individuals are at risk of harming themselves or others, and that public opinion 
polls suggest that the public is even more supportive of extreme risk policies that allow 
family members to serve as petitioners, 42 states should implement or expand extreme 
risk laws to allow family members, in addition to law enforcement, to petition for ERPOs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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This expansion could empower family members who don’t feel comfortable involving 
law enforcement to take steps to proactively intervene when their loved ones are in 
crisis, before tragedies occur. Of the 17 states with extreme risk laws, 12 states and 
Washington DC allow family or household members to submit a petition for an ERPO, 
in addition to law enforcement.

Require Firearm Surrender to Law Enforcement or Licensed Dealer
State laws should require that people subject to ERPOs surrender their firearms to law 
enforcement or a federally licensed gun dealer. Requiring surrender to law enforcement 
or a licensed gun dealer, rather than to friends or neighbors, ensures that individuals 
do not have access to firearms for the duration of the order. Both law enforcement and 
licensed gun dealers are able to run firearm background checks before returning guns to 
respondents, which allows them to verify that the ERPO has expired as well as that the 
respondent has not become prohibited from having a firearm for any other reason before 
returning firearms. 

            LAW ENFORCEMENT

Develop Local Protocols
As states continue to pass extreme risk laws, local law enforcement departments 
should develop clear written local protocols that set department standards and 
procedures for serving orders, seizing firearms, obtaining search warrants for firearms, 
verifying firearm removal, and returning firearms to persons no longer subject to these 
orders. Clear protocols can help promote appropriate and effective use of ERPOs and 
ensure that there are appropriate checks and balances in these cases. For example, 
the Broward County Sheriff’s Office’s practice of having cases reviewed by the threat 
management team and an attorney before submitting them to the judge helps verify that 
cases are filed only in appropriate circumstances. 

Require Training on ERPOs and Intersection with Other Laws
Once local protocols are developed, trainings on these protocols and the process 
for filing a petition for ERPOs should be provided to all law enforcement officers who 
may come into contact with potential respondents. Trainings should not only cover 
procedures for procuring an ERPO but should also help educate officers in identifying 
when an ERPO is appropriate and how to respond effectively to situations that 
might necessitate the filing of an ERPO. Finally, law enforcement should be properly 
trained on how extreme risk laws interact with other state laws, such as domestic 
violence protective orders and civil harassment restraining orders, and under what 
circumstances it is appropriate to use ERPOs in conjunction with these laws. 

Designate a Legal Advisor or Attorney for Law Enforcement
Across most jurisdictions in Broward County, law enforcement officers who petitioned 
for ERPOs were supported by an attorney who worked on behalf of the law enforcement 
agency. These attorneys assisted law enforcement with filing petitions, presenting cases 
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before the judge, and generally supporting agencies throughout the court proceedings. 
Because law enforcement officers generally do not serve as petitioners in civil orders, 
having a designated legal advisor can help promote successful use of ERPOs and 
increase officer willingness to pursue these orders. In Broward County, the designated 
legal advisors ensured familiarity with and expertise on the law and relevant legal 
standards pertaining to pursuing these cases. 

           COURTS

Make Appropriate Judicial Assignments
As courts implement ERPO laws, court officials should keep the importance of judicial 
assignments in mind. In some jurisdictions, ERPO cases are heard by civil harassment 
judges, while in other jurisdictions, cases are heard by domestic violence or family court 
judges. In Broward County, the first three months of cases were heard initially in family 
court, but then cases were transferred to probate/mental health court judges. Judges 
in each type of court have different levels of training and expertise related to issues of 
firearm lethality, factors associated with increased risk of violence, and mental health 
and substance misuse. In addition to considering the expertise of their judges, courts 
should consider that ideally, all ERPO cases would be held on consistent days and times 
to facilitate scheduling officer testimony in court and to allow community social services 
providers to easily connect with ERPO respondents. 

Require Judicial Trainings
Much like with law enforcement officers, training for judges and court personnel 
is essential to ensuring successful implementation of extreme risk laws. Broward 
County judges who hear ERPO cases convened shortly after the law went into effect 
to create protocols around these cases. Judges should be trained about how the 
extreme risk law should be used, how to clearly explain a respondent’s rights and 
obligations when an individual is subject to an ERPO, and how to monitor compliance 
with orders to relinquish firearms. Trainings should also be provided to court personnel 
and administrators who are responsible for producing court forms and public-facing 
materials to educate the public about ERPOs. 

Ensure Compliance with Firearm Surrender
Courts play an important role in verifying that individuals who own or have access           
to firearms surrender their firearms after an ERPO is granted. Courts should develop 
protocols to ensure respondents are given clear orders that include information about 
surrender as well as sale and purchase prohibitions. Protocols should also ensure that 
law enforcement understands its responsibility to serve and enforce orders, including 
obtaining firearms from prohibited persons. If necessary, legislation should be passed to 
provide law enforcement access to judicial decision-makers on an emergency basis to 
obtain orders and search warrants, as needed. Courts should assign specific judges and 
staff, as needed, to be available 24 hours a day for this purpose. Courts should also properly 
document in case files when firearms are retrieved or surrendered, and set review hearings 
to ensure prohibited persons have complied with relinquishment requirements.
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Before the Parkland shooter killed 17 people and injured 17 more on February 
14, 2018, police deputies responded to numerous incidents in which the teen 
threatened or perpetrated some form of violence or exhibited concerning behavior. 
Yet despite the clear threat this individual posed to his family and his community, 
law enforcement didn’t feel that any of these offenses were arrestable and mental 
health practitioners declined to commit him for treatment, leaving little recourse 
to restrict his access to firearms. 

Today, law enforcement in Florida and 16 other states have the ability to quickly, 
safely, and effectively intervene in similar situations. Extreme risk laws empower 
law enforcement and other key members of the community to work with the courts 
to help prevent warning signs from escalating into tragedies.  

Our review of the more than 250 ERPO cases filed in Broward County during the first 
year of the law’s existence clearly demonstrates the lifesaving potential of extreme 
risk laws. Because Broward County law enforcement had access to this tool, people 
who made credible threats of gun violence against themselves, family members, and 
public places were disarmed and prohibited from accessing firearms. 

Unfortunately, in far too many states, law enforcement and family members don’t 
have this tool at their disposal. And in too many jurisdictions in states that do have 
this law, use and implementation of this law has been slow to catch on. 

Giffords Law Center attorneys have drafted model legislation for extreme risk laws 
and models of promising practices for their implementation. Our team of experts 
is available to consult with legislators, stakeholders, and activists to help pass and 
implement extreme risk laws in jurisdictions across the country. 

Solving our country’s gun violence crisis happens both in broad strokes and small 
moments. It requires not only passing legislation but also effectively implementing 
it, intervening one crisis at a time to prevent a tragedy and save lives. We hope this 
report serves as a roadmap for stakeholders committed to preventing tragedies and 
saving lives in states across the country. 
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